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to keep in condition owing to the use of cyanide in the mortar. The amalgam traps used are electrolytic in action, the cathode being formed by a copper plate floating in a bath of mercury contained in a cone-shaped vessel, and the anode by the discharge pipe which is placed 3 inches above the copper plate.
The pulj) from the stamps passes to a duplex Dorr classifier, and is then distributed to five Card concentrators, which give four products:—(1) Lead concentrate ; (2) iron concentrate (both these go to a Dorr classifier and then to separate bins) ; (3) middling, which is again concentrated on another Card table; (1) tailing which goes through a three-unit Dorr classifier and then to waste, containing probably 50 cents per ton of value. The concentrate from the middling is shipped, while the overflow unites with that of the spitzkasten and finally goes to a small classifier. The slime from the latter goes to two 1.0-feet agitators, and the sand passes to a small tube mill, the discharge from which, returns to the classifier. The underflow from the air agitators is treated again in one 12 by 20 feet tank and one Parral agitator, which are followed by four large Dorr thickeners. The last of these is higher than the first, and the others are placed intermediately so that the solution travels back by the action of gravity. The overflow from the first vat goes to t he clarifying filter and then to the zinc boxes. The underflow from each of the other tanks passes to the next one in the scries.
Three five-compartment zinc boxes arc used, the head compartment of each box currying a frame of 20 anodes and cathodes (5 x -1 inches), as an electrolvtic oxidiser and an antidote to cyanicicles in the solution.
Lluvia de Oro Mill, Chihuahua, Mexico, 1913.l
('V//.s'/////f/ htj A'/.s'.vn/ A»/f/w-/j.s ••••(*ou-Hl(tr~cnrrc-Ht- DtwHlnlitm.- The ore from this mine is very hard, and requires to be. so crushed that at least 1>5 per cent, will pass through a 200 tuesh sieve, in order to expose the fine particles of precious metal.
From the mine the ore passes to a grizzly. The oversize from this is crushed in a rock breaker, and joins the imdor.siy,o on its way to the storage bin which feeds the stump battery.
Twelve Nissen stamps, each weighing 1,500 Ibs., and having individual mortars, are in use. The mortars are east in two pieces, to facilitate repairs and removals. A 10 11.P. motor drives each sot; of four stamps, the height and Ireijue.ncv of drop being maintained at. 8 inches and .105 times per minute respectively'.' The daily capacity of the mill is about 80 tons. Cyanide solution is run into the mortar, and amalgamation is not/* practised, as it was the opinion of the operators that, the material which could be amalgamated could conveniently be concentrated, thus saving time and money in retorting, etc.
From the, buttery the pulp passes direct, to two Baylis classifiers, the fine material from which goes to the distributing box for the concentrators, while the marser portion is reground in two «U by 10 feet tube mills, and "eventually travels to the concentrators. The tube mills have an El Oro lining (sett p. !2't5), and use pieces of ore from the mine instead of pebbles for crushing; the pulp. The concentrators consist of five standard table machines. They deliver their concentrate to the appropriate bin
1 II. U. ronklhx, /w///. ttnd Mmj. •/., Mar. 15, 11)13, p. 551.
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